
It’s a ZOO out there! 
Penguins are wonderful to watch. If you’re fortunate enough to live near a zoo or aquarium that 
has a spacious and humane penguin habitat, your family may enjoy a trip there after reading 
Penguins. You’ll reinforce learning and foster careful observation skills if you look for the penguin 
features and behaviors mentioned in these pages, as well as the following:

Learning about front and back requires some complex analysis on the part of a child 
that we never see take place. After all, not everything has a front and back. People do, 
penguins do, but what about apples or pencils? Is a dog’s front its face or its belly? Learning 
to tell the front of a book from the back is a first step in learning to read. You can talk 
about front and back with your child to get some insights into preschool philosophy!

The number 7 may be lucky, but it can pose a bit of a problem for children who are learning 
to count. If they’re counting fingers, they’ll need to use both hands, and that transition to the 

second hand can be tricky! (Some children will also need to touch their fingers to their chin as 
they count along.) It may take a few years before a child can just hold up five fingers on one 

hand, without counting them out, and then “add on” two fingers from the other hand to get 7. 

Penguins are found along coastal areas in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Reading Resource
Every title in the Ranger Rick Zootles 
series is designed to be used for fun 

and learning, and as a reading 
resource as well. The pages are 

written simply and address various 
stages of emerging literacy, and they 
encourage new readers to exercise 
their new skills at just the right level. 

Reading Ranger Rick Zootles together 
will provide “together time” for you 

and your child—and reinforce 
vocabulary, comprehension, and 

early reading skills, too.

•   How do the penguins move? Can you see them swim, 
slide, waddle, and hop? Which parts of their bodies do 
they use to get around?

•   Do the penguins live by themselves or with other penguins?  
What other animals in the zoo live in big groups?

•   What are some differences between the front of 
the penguin and its back?

•  Is the penguin habitat warm or cold?



How well do you know your fronts and backs? If the 
item in the picture is showing its front, circle the word 
“front.” If it’s showing its back, circle the word “back.”

to Front
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 at  at 77!!

How many circles of food do you see on 
the page? Can you count them out loud?

Percy the Penguin is hungry,  
but he’s also very picky! He’ll 
only eat things in groups of 7. 
Draw a line from Percy to the 
circle of food he’ll eat.
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What ELSE can we DO?
• Penguins on Parade (p.1) gives your child 
a chance to count penguins on the march. When 
children are first learning to count, objects need to be 
lined up neatly, but as kids become more skilled they 
can deal with overlapping objects, as in this photo.

• ZOOTLES TO-DO: If your child can count the 
penguins, have her assemble other groups of 
seven from things she finds around the house, 
such as crayons or stuffed animals. If you have 
two groups of seven, how many things do you 
have altogether?

• ZOOTLES TO-DO: People usually march to the count 
of four, but since we’re thinking sevens, have a 
penguin parade with your children waddling to a 
count of seven.

• Water Birds (p. 2-3) explains how penguins 
are perfectly adapted to their aquatic environment. 
Isn’t it strange that a bird can need to have heavy 
bones so it can swim rather than light bones so it 
can fly? 

• ZOOTLES TO-DO: Penguins love water and so do 
children. Fill the sink or bathtub with water and 
have your child explore what objects sink and 
what objects float. Does an empty plastic bag sink 
or float? Why does a plastic bag filled with air 
float on the water?

• In Black and White (p. 4-5) demonstrates 
how the white front and black back of a penguin 
help keep it safe from enemies. You and your child 
can examine a penguin’s back and front by making  
a paper plate penguin.

• ZOOTLES TO-DO: Paint the backs of two paper plates 
black. On the front of the first plate, draw a crescent 
along each side so your child can cut out wings. The 
larger, center section left over will be the penguin’s 
body. Cut a circle out of the center of the second 
plate for a head, and draw a face. Fasten the head, 

wings, and body together with brass round-head 
paper fasteners.

• There’s more variety among penguin species 
than you might think. A Pack of Penguins 
(p.6-7) examines some of the differences in size, 
habitat, and nesting habits of these birds.

• ZOOTLES TO-DO: On large sheets of paper, you and 
your child can draw four penguins at approximately 
life size: an emperor (4 feet tall), a chinstrap (2½ 
feet tall), an African (2 feet tall), and a little blue 
(just over 1 foot tall). Tape the drawings to the wall 
from smallest to largest and see where your child 
would fit in the line-up.

• A poem like Plenty of Penguins (p. 8-9) 
provides a perfect opportunity for your children 
to engage in some penguin antics of their own. 
As you recite the rhyme, they can act it out as 
described in italics below:

• ZOOTLES TO-DO: 
  Toe to toe and front to back, 
  (Jump facing forward and then backward.)
  Waddling in our penguin pack. 
  (Waddle around like a penguin.)
  Squawks and squabbles fill the air, 
  (Bobble your head and squawk.)
  Penguins, penguins, everywhere! 
  (Flap arms, bobble heads, waddle around, and jump!)

• Penguin Babies (p. 10-11) is so appealing 
because of the obvious parallels to our own stages 
of courtship, nesting, and caring for our newborns.

• ZOOTLES TO-DO: Use photos from your own life to 
make your child a book or web page that shows you 
getting ready for your child’s arrival, your new baby 
in your arms, you feeding your baby, and more.

• Keeping Warm on Ice (p.16) does what 
teachers call “compare and contrast” by explaining 
the differences between penguins and humans 
when they need to keep warm or cool off.

• ZOOTLES TO-DO: Compare and contrast how 
penguins keep warm with the methods used by 
other animals. Teach research skills by pulling 
out your other copies of Ranger Rick Zootles to 
see what they have to say. Try re-reading Bears 
and Turtles.Otto:

An adventure-
loving otter

Allie:
An intrepid 
hedgehog

I didn’t know 
you could make 
a penguin out of 

paper plates!
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